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Beginning Descriptions of Sacred Earth Anatomy 
The Sacred Earth Anatomy consists of the actual planet, its many layers, 

continents, and the surrounding atmosphere into the stratosphere. Which also includes 
the bio electric field of the physical planet called the Planetary EMF or PEMF.  

Beyond the planetary body, the subtle energy presentation or Sacred Earth 
Anatomy surrounds the material world.  The subtle body of the planet is made up of 
energies in the form of systems that incorporate the physical planet and extend beyond 
it into space. These are: Earth Layers (EL), Earth Template (ET), Global BES (GBES), 
World Elimination System (WES), Planetary Electromagnetic Field (PEMF), Cosmic 
Harmonizing Network. Some of these I am more ready to talk about than others…  
 
Earth Layers 

Bio- The planet/ Primal- pale green/ Cognitive- turquoise/ Spiritual- lavender/ 
Etheric (global akashic)- orange/ Soul Layer- red, blue, yellow. These six layers are a 
fascinating combination of history and potential holding the evolution of this ancient 
being and the story of her geological and subtle energy life. Each of the layers is 
dedicated to a facet of expression that the larger whole requires.   
 
Earth Template  

These currents of energy in the Earth’s crust and beneath is have been called 
Ley Lines for years. They might be considered the Subtle Nervous System of the planet. 
Energy that is crucial to the life of the planet moves through these lines that make up a 
vast web.  In Sacred Earth Anatomy (SEA) the lines extend beyond the bio layer and 
move out through the bio-electric field then into the sacred anatomy of the planet.  

The lines are electric blue and iridescent white in color and emerge from a 
golden star point that is generated at the molten lava core of the planet. It includes the 
magma at the actual biologic core as well as the larger subtle energy core that goes 
through and contains the fiery molten rock of the Earth’s geological core. 
 

Global Blended Energies System (GBES) 
  This is the system dedicated to the internal energy production that supports the 
subtle energy structure of the planet. It is made up of the chakras and the individuated 
currents of the core that emerge at the top of the structure out of the energetic core of 
the planet.  The triple current stream of the planet splits off red, blue and golden yellow 
currents and form the soul layer fuel tank, just like in the HES. These individuated 
currents are the material used to form the subtle planetary structure which supports the 
evolutionary experience of our world. The energetic fuel created by these currents is 
added to in the soul layer by the subtle energy released by the chakra streams into it.  
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Sacred Anatomy – The Major Planetary Chakras 

 13 major chakras 
 4 triple current streams enter at the front- incoming soul pathways totaling 52 
 4 triple current streams exit at the rear- outgoing chakra streams totaling 52 
 104 locations on the globe and off the globe where a chakra current is entering 

or exiting a part of the structure. Not all of the chakras enter and exit the actual 
physical globe but all of them anchor into a part of the Earth anatomy and they 
all affect the health and vitality of the subtle Earth. 

Think of your most sacred site- the place you love and connect to the most- feel 
into it- is it a location where the chakra currents are radiating up from within the Earth 
and or are they moving into the sacred site from above?   

The four sacred sites I mentioned in the Introductory Class give us a feeling for 
what the chakras might feel like. Because of their unique positions as entry and exit 
point of Core- Giza is coming from outside into the site and Easter Island is radiating the 
energies from underneath – up and out releasing them into the larger structure. Bali- as 
the entry point of the Channel experiences the incoming channel from outside of itself, 
whereas Cuzco, Peru- feels the channel coming up from underneath it.  This is what is 
occurring for the 13 major earth chakras except much, much smaller than the Core and 
Channel. 

 
An Old Idea of 7 Earth Chakras 

Re-thinking what an Earth Chakra actually is: how it works as an anatomical 
structure and why it is here gives us a much broader understanding of the Earth as a 
being.  We are connected by our compatible resonance with these incredible parts of 
the sacred anatomy of our planet and we are drawn to the chakras that speak to our 
soul.  

The larger expression of 13 chakras instead of 7 gives us a broader 
understanding of the breadth of the system and the power that the PBES exerts over 
the whole body of the planet. 
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The Sacred Earth Anatomy Chakra  
Composition and Function   

Like the human anatomy in some ways- but unique in other ways: 
 The 4 incoming triple current streams each organize to mirror the core aligning in 

the inner edge of the soul layer of the structure at 4 stacked alignment valves 
and surging in perfect order toward the core along a 4-tiered soul pathway.  

 There, the incoming soul pathways enter through the 4 stacked anterior lesser 
gates, each current going into the interior node dedicated to it, stacked 4 deep. 

 This is called Intentionality and it is a chamber made up of 3 nodes, each 4 deep.  
 Function and Wisdom current each splits and sends some of the energy around 

each of the sides of the chakra stacked 4 deep.  
 The rest goes right through the core to the other side of the chakra entering an 

anterior greater gate with 4 stacked openings for each of the 3 currents.  
 But similarity to the human anatomy ends within the nodes of function, purpose 

and wisdom that swirl at the back in 3 nodes stacked 4 deep. 
 This is called Receptivity. Instead of a single entering triple current there are four 

that stack up at each of the posterior gateways, first the posterior greater and 
then the posterior lesser gate. 

 Spins in the Receptivity chambers 3 nodes stacked 4 high  
 Exits through the posterior lesser gate into the chakra stream stacked 4 high. 
 The 4x3 chakra stream travels for an incredible distance and exits through the 

stacked dispersal valves into the Sacred Earth Anatomy Soul Layer where the 
chakra function, purpose and wisdom of each of these triple current streams 
releases into the planet’s subtle fuel tank. 

 

13 Major Planetary Chakras (top to bottom) 
• Divine Gate Chakra- soul layer 
• Mythos Chakra- etheric layer (Unlike the HES) 
• Crown Chakra- bio layer 
• Brow Chakra- bio layer 
• Throat Chakra- bio layer 
• Heart Chakra- bio layer 
• Solar Plexus Chakra- bio layer 
• Dan Tien Chakra- bio layer 
• Root Chakra- bio layer 
• Axis Chakra- primal layer 
• Delphic Chakra- cognitive layer (Unlike the HES) 
• Star Chakra- spiritual layer 
• Chi Pool Chakra- soul layer 
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World Elimination System 
 More to come… 
 
Planetary EMF 

This is the bio-electric field that surrounds the planet. It is related to the magnetic 
poles and the electrical impulses of the Earth and her inhabitants. It is white and 
reflective of the colors beneath it on the Earth’s surface. The magnetic poles are  found 
at the North and South Poles and have changed throughout the course of the planet’s 
history. The poles are moving right now. The PEMF stretches and moves out in reaction 
to electromagnetic events such as solar flares. 
 
 Cosmic Harmonizing Network 
 Each of the Systems of the Sacred Earth Anatomy has a tonal center and 
frequency that resonates with the music of the spheres. I am still mapping this amazing 
system. More to come…  


